vinyl decking systems

The Style of Life

Consider what’s most important to your lifestyle.
What comes to mind?

Enjoy
If you’re like most people, the things you
value most may include having fun with
family and friends, taking time to relax and
unwind or having a comfortable, beautiful
space to come home to.
If you find yourself wanting it all, then
Deck Lok™ has much to offer.
Deck Lok transforms average outdoor spaces
into elegant living areas, where you can enjoy
the lifestyle you desire — without infringing
on your busy schedule — so you can truly
spend your time in the ways that are most
valuable to you.

Deck Lok™ takes the effort out of
maintaining your outdoor space.

Relax

Play

Masterfully constructed from durable,
100% virgin vinyl, this unique decking
system requires no staining, painting or
sealing. Yet its extraordinary appearance
endures for years, through harsh elements
and heavy use.

Whether you’re entertaining a guest list of 50, or
letting kids run free in the back yard, Deck Lok™ is
up to the challenge.
The Deck Lok system surface is built with a sturdy,
patented connection system — so you’ll have an
exceptionally reliable deck that can withstand your
everyday lifestyle with ease.

So while your neighbors are working hard to
keep their wooden decks from becoming dull,
worn and rotted, you and your family will be
playing, relaxing — and using your deck in
any way you want.

Unexpected practicality also comes in Deck Lok’s
attractive wood-grain look, which provides a non-slip
surface for added safety.
Your all-vinyl deck does not require staining, so you
won’t be exposed to unhealthy chemicals that can
otherwise be inhaled, or absorbed through the skin.
Plus, since Deck Lok decks don’t splinter like wood,
have no exposed screws or fasteners, and stay cool to the
touch because they don’t absorb heat, bare feet will be
right at home.

Then, when the day is over and your deck
needs to be cleaned, simply spray it down
with a hose to remove most dirt and debris
and you’re done. With Deck Lok, you can kick
back and enjoy life.

So go ahead ... relax and have fun in the security of
Deck Lok. It’s the perfect place to entertain.

Fade-Resistant
UV protection is built right into our
premium vinyl.

Scratch-Resistant
Our durable surface resists scratching
and gouging, which means you can
relax when guests move furniture or
children bring their toys outdoors.

Stain-Resistant
Because Deck Lok does not absorb
moisture, you won’t have to worry
when spills occur.

The rich and elegant beauty of Deck Lok™
begins on Day One ….and beyond.

Admire

Personalize

Exceptional craftsmanship, combined with
practical features such as UV protection and
superior-quality virgin vinyl materials, gives
our decking systems superb, long-lasting
reliability. Just select the color that best
suits your style, and you can trust that your
outdoor space will be just as striking after
years of use.

Deck Lok™ decking
systems are just one
part of a complete line
of durable, all-vinyl
products designed
to help you transform
your outdoor space.
Our sophisticated
railings and columns
will help you complete
the look.

Sandalwood

Developed to
complement your deck’s color and to suit your own
design style, each is made of the same high-quality,
fade-resistant material as your new Deck Lok deck.
Select from a variety of designs. There’s a style
that’s just right for virtually any home, from traditional
to contemporary.

Driftwood
Our crisp Sandalwood and Driftwood color
options beautifully complement virtually any
home’s style and exterior color.
Specially designed edging and
trim gives your deck a finished
appearance all around.

Our uniquely designed locking system adds
ease of installation and durability for heavy
loads, while keeping planks tucked tightly
together.

100% vinyl materials are impervious to
the elements, ensuring water resistance to
prevent rotting and warping.

A limited lifetime transferable warranty ensures the
lasting beauty of your Deck Lok deck.

Make it your own, with the
perfect finishing touches.
Transform your home’s exterior into a
space where you can live out your
personal style of life. Whether you want
a place to entertain friends and family,
a restful retreat — or all that and more,
Deck Lok’s exceptional quality makes it an
outstanding solution.

Choose Deck Lok

™

Royal Outdoor Products is one of North America’s largest manufacturers
of vinyl building products. Our complete line features high-quality,
fade-resistant decking systems, as well as railings, columns and fencing
to complement any setting.
To learn more about our exceptional all-vinyl products, please contact us!
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